We show that the degree of a finite-to-one factor map /: J2a ~* ¿2B between shifts of finite type is constrained by the factors of xA and %B • A special case of these constraints is that if 2 rank* B > rank* ,4 , then the degree of / is a unit in Z[l/det*5] (where rank* ,4 is the rank of the Jordan form away from 0 of A , and det*S is the determinant of the Jordan form away from 0 of B).
Introduction
The degree of a finite-to-one factor map /: J2a ~* ^b between irreducible shifts of finite type is the largest positive integer d such that every y e YJ5 has d mutually separated inverse images. This concept was introduced in [H] for endomorphisms of full shifts. In [B] , M. Boyle showed that, given J2a and VJB , there exists a finite set E of positive integers such that if /: ^2A -> YJfi has degree d , then d = eu, where e e E and « is a unit in Z[l/A], where I is the dominant eigenvalue of A . In [T2] , this result was extended to apply to any nonzero eigenvalue y that has the same algebraic multiplicity in xA and XB . In this paper we give further constraints on the possible degrees of a finiteto-one factor map, given certain assumptions on the factors of xA and Xb (see Theorem 8 and Corollary 9).
Background
We give some basic definitions concerning shifts of finite type. For a more thorough introduction to symbolic dynamics, see [AM] or [PT] .
Let A be an n x n , nonnegative, integral matrix, and let G (A) be the directed graph on n vertices, with A(J edges from vertex i to vertex j. Let %>A = {edges of G (A)} . We define the shift of finite type J2a = ix e ^a '• xi+\ f°U°ws x¡ for all /}, where xi+i follows x¡ if the terminal vertex of x¡ is the initial vertex of xi+1 . J2a ^s a compact metric space under the product topology.
A is irreducible if for each i, j, there exists n = n(i, j) such that A". > 0. ^2A is irreducible if A is. A factor map f: J2a ~* ^b ^s a continuous, surjective map which commutes with the shift. / is finite-to-one if there exists N e Z+ such that #f~\y) < N, for all yeJ2B-BY tCP> Corollary 4.5], this is equivalent to h(J2A) = HJ^b) ■ If D is a principal ideal domain, and g, h e D, we denote the greatest common divisor of g and h by (g, h) . If p{x) e Z[x], we denote the degree of p(x) by degp(.x).
If A is a square, integral matrix, and Xa = P(x)xr > where r is the largest power of x which divides xA > ^et %a ~ P(x) > ranK*^ = degp(x), and det* A = constant term of p(x) .
If F is a field, A is a square matrix over F , and g(x) is a factor of xA > we denote the null space of g(/l) by N{g(A)). If V is a vector space over F , we denote the dual space of V by F*. If W is a subspace of V, the annihilator of W, denoted Ann W, is {/ e F* : /"[» = 0 for all w eW}.
If .2" ç Z" , Sf is called a sublattice. 5? is c/osea' if ^ = (^) n Z" , where (J?) denotes the rational span of S? .
Main results
Definition 1. Let p(x) be a monic, integral polynomial, and p(x) = Yl'i=l pe¡¡{x) be the unique factorization of p(x) in Z [x] , where the p¡(x) are distinct, monic, irreducible polynomials. Any factor of p(x) which is a product of some of the p^'ix) is called a complete factor of p(x). If g(x) is a complete factor of p(x), and h(x) is a complete factor of p(x)/g(x), then h{x) is called a complementary complete factor of /?(x).
If /: Ha ~* Sb *s a finite-to-one factor map, then x*b divides xA (see [K, Corollary A] ). If gB{x) = r[pej'(x) is a complete factor of p(x) = x*B > tnen £¿(x) = II/7/'(■*) > f¡ ^ ^i -is a complete factor of ^ , where f is the power to which p¡ is raised in x*A ■ Then gA{x) is called the corresponding complete factor of ** .
Lemma 2. Lei 5 èe a k xk integral matrix, and let g(x) be a complete factor of Xb ■ Then there is a closed, B-invariant sublattice S? ç N(g (B) ) such that ranki? = degg(x). Proof. It is easy to check that the linear map <f>: (Z/pZ)n -* (Z/pZ)n given by v -+ fv , where fv{w) = vwT, is injective. Since <j>(U) C Ann(K), the result follows. D Theorem 7. Let A be an nx n integral matrix, p a prime, g(x) a complete factor of x*a • w^tn constant term c, and h(x) a complementary complete factor of x*a ■ Assume that (g(x), h{x)) -1 and that {p, c) = 1. Let Sfx be a closed, A-invariant sublattice of N(g(A)) and J¿?2 a closed, A -invariant sublattice of N(g(AT)). If p divides vwT, for all v G -S^, w e ¿zf2, then rank^ + rank^ < rank* ,4 -degh{x).
Proof. Let degh(x) = s, and let r be the largest power of x which divides xA • Clearly, rank*/i = n -r. Since (p, c) = 1 , it is easy to see that (g{x),x) = Ï. Let h{(x) = h{x)xr. Then (g(x), h^x)) = T. We have dimNfi^A)) < dimN(h¡(A)), since N(h{(A)) nZ" projects onto a subspace of N(hl(A)) whose dimension equals rankAr(/z1(^)) n Zn , by Lemma 4. Also, dim N(h{(A)) = degh^x) = s + r by the Primary Decomposition Theorem ( [HK, Theorem 12] ), since h{(x) is a complete factor of xA-So dim N(hx(A)) > s+r. Also, we have vwT = 0, for all v G -S*', , w c.¿¿?2, since p divides vwT. Let U be the span over Z/pZ of Nft^A)) and J?', . Since J?, ç N(g(l)) and (g(x), h{(x)) = Î, it is easy to see that Nih^A)) n¿?} = {0}, so that dim U = dim Nih^A)) + dimJ?, > s + r + dim^f\ . Also, since =5*2 Ç N(g(A )), it follows from Lemma 5 that vwT = 0, for all v G U, w G S? 2. By Lemma 6, 5 + r + dim¿2?x < dim U < dim Ann(Jz?2). Since dim^2 + dimAnn(J?2) = dimÇZ/pZ)n = n (by [HK, Theorem 17, p. 98 
]),
we have s + r + dimJ?, + dim^2 < n or dim.2^ + dimJ5?2 < n -r -srank*^4 -d&gh{x). Since dim¿¿fx = ranki^ and dim¿2?2 = rankJz^, by Lemma 4, the result follows. D Theorem 8. Suppose that J2A and Hb are ^reducible shifts of finite type, and that f: J2a ~* Hb ^ a finite-to-one factor map of degree d. Suppose that gB(x) is a complete factor of x*B and 8A(x) ** tne corresponding complete factor of XA , where the constant term of gA{x) is c, and that h(x) is a complementary complete factor of xA ■ Let p be a prime which divides d, and assume that (£¿C*)> h(x)) = 1 and that 2deggB(x) > rank*,4 -degh(x). Then p divides Proof. Take gB(x) = x*B, gA{x) = X*A » and n(x) = l ■ For anY Prime P > the condition (gB(x), h(x)) = 1 holds trivially. Since deggB{x) = rank*/?, deggA(x) = rank*B, and the constant term of x*B is det* B > the result follows from Theorem 8. G
Example 10. Suppose that YLa ana* ^b are irreducible shifts of finite type, and that x*A = (x ~ 2)(x ~ 1) anQl X*b ~ (x ~ 2)(x -l)2. Take gB(x) = (x -1) , gA(x) -{x -1) , and h(x) = x -2. Observe that for any prime p , (gA(x), h{x)) = I. Since 2deggB{x) -4 > rank*,4 -degh{x) = 4-1 = 3, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and the constant term of gA{x) is 1, if /: J2A ~* J2b *s a factor map, then the degree of / is 1, by Theorem 8. We remark that if we assume only that xA = (x ~ 2)(x -1) and x*B = (x -2)(x -1), we cannot draw the same conclusion. However, by applying Corollary 9, we can conclude that the degree of / is a power of 2, but we do not have an example of a factor map between shifts with the given characteristic polynomials (modulo x) which has degree 2. Does such a factor map exist?
Example 11. This example shows that Corollary 9 is sharp, in general. Let 10 0 1 1 1 A = and 5 = 1 0
Then there exists a factor map /: J2A ~* ^b > °f degree 2, which is right and left resolving (and therefore constant-to-one). Then / is defined as a map on states, sending states 1 and 2 of J2A to state 1 of J2b and states 3 and 4 of J2A to state 2 of Y*A . Note that det* B = -1, so 2 does not divide det* B , but that 2 rank* B = 4 = rank* A .
Example 12. This example shows that the condition that Çg(x), h(x)) = 1 in Theorem 8 is necessary. Let There exists a factor map /: J2A -► ¿~^B of degree 2, similar to the one in the previous example, and / maps states 1 and 2 of J2A t0 state 1 of J2b and states 3 and 4 of Y.A t0 state 2 of £fi • Let /> = 2. Observe that *B = (x -2)(x + 1 ) and xA = (x-2){x + l)(x2 -x + 2). Let gB(x) = x + 1 = gA{x) and h(x) = {x-2){x2-x + 2). Note that 2deggB{x) = 2 > rank*/l-deg/z(x) = 4-3 = 1, but that (gA(x), h(x)) ^ 1, since gA{x) = x+ 1 and h(x) = x2(x + 1). Also, the conclusion of Theorem 8 does not hold, since the degree of / is not 1.
